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Objective & Scope
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An internal audit of the Caddo Parish Public Works Department was conducted to assess applicable internal control processes o f
Adjudicated Property, including compliance with relevant policies, procedures, and Louisiana Law Revised Statute Title 47. The
following areas were included in the scope:
1) Sealed Bid Sales
2) CivicSource Sales
3) Redemptions
4) Records Management

Overview of Procedures
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Obtained policies and procedures (P&P) and other Caddo Parish Public Works
Department documentation pertaining to the adjudicated property process, as
applicable.

•

Performed interviews and process walkthroughs with Caddo Parish Public Works
Department personnel.

•

Performed testing, on a sample basis, to determine if sealed bid sales, third-party
(CivicSource) sales, and redemptions were supported and processed per Adjudicated
Property policies, procedures, and regulations, as applicable.
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•

The scope
period included
in the audit was
01/01/2019 02/25/2020

Executive Summary

T

Based on the procedures performed, two (2) low risk¹ observations were identified. Additional details including
associated risk, root cause, recommendations, responsible party and management response are included in the
Results section of this report.

Summary of Observations
Risk Ranking: Low
Area: Records Management
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 Two (2) observations were assigned a priority risk rating of low as explained below:

Area: Policies & Procedures
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1) Data related to Adjudicated Property was manually entered into multiple data sources, and a secondary review of data inputs was
not always performed.

2) The Public Works Department Policy for Adjudicated Property was not always updated to reflect certain current practices and
several key process areas were not included within the policy. Additionally, detailed desktop procedures to guide daily actions and
tasks did not exist for all key process areas.
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Executive Summary
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Overall Recommendations Summary
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Results
#

Observation

Risk

Root Cause

Recommendation

Responsible Party &
Management Response

Risk Ranking: Low
Area: Records Management
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The various processes related
to Adjudicated Property
required tracking to ensure
timeliness of action required
by either the Parish, third
parties, or a citizen. However,
the Adjudicated Property
Database did not include all
required fields which were
used in reporting or tracking
Adjudicated Property
information.
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If data related to the
Adjudicated Property
process is manually
entered into multiple
locations, including
various spreadsheets and
the Adjudicated Property
Database, and a secondary
review of the data entry is
not performed, an
increased risk for errors,
inefficiencies, and
decisions based on
For 2 of the 5 properties sold through inaccurate information
the Sealed Bid process and selected for may exist.
testing, the Adjudicated Property
Database record did not agree to
supporting documentation for the bid
price and related application dates,
however, this information was accurate
in the separately maintained
spreadsheets.
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Data related to Adjudicated Property
was manually entered into multiple
data sources including Excel
spreadsheets and the Adjudicated
Property Database. In certain
instances, the same data would be
stored in multiple locations which
resulted in inefficiencies and
inconsistencies and there was no
formal, secondary review upon entry of
the data into either the spreadsheet or
the database.
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Management should consider assessing
the need for a new system or enhanced
utilization of the existing Adjudicated
Property Database in order to improve
any inefficiencies or potential data
integrity issues, taking into account a
cost benefit assessment. Potential
improvements or enhancements may
include:
•

There were limited resources •
and cost benefit
considerations related to a
potential new system or
database.
•
•

Right of Way Representative,
GIS Analyst
Management Response:

Our office works diligently to
insure the integrity and accuracy
of our data. We are currently
using the database and the
spreadsheet as they are primarily
Ability to generate reports on key
used for two separate purposes.
data points directly from the
The database mirrors the
database;
information that is in the hard file
Inclusion of additional fields within and the spreadsheet is used solely
the Adjudicated Property Database for reporting purposes.
for Adjudicated Property
information such as Civic Source
We will assess the need for a new
sales and disbursement amounts;
Adjudicated Property system or
Storage of electronic files for
changes to our internal processes,
documentation related to a given
taking into account feasibility and
property; and
availability of a system that would
Ability to automatically calculate
meet the needs of our
Parish proceeds and disbursements department.
to other municipalities based on
applicable millage rates.

Upon completion of a sale or
redemption, management should
consider implementing a formal review
of the information input within the
spreadsheets and the database against
the physical supporting documentation
to ensure accuracy of data stored.

Results
#

Observation

Risk

Root Cause

Recommendation

Responsible Party &
Management Response

Risk Ranking: Low
Area: Policies & Procedures

If policies and procedures
are not documented or are
inconsistent with current
practices, an increased risk
may exist in the following
areas:
• Lack of continuity of
operations if personnel
separate from the
organization and/or are
unexpectedly out of
office for an extended
period of time
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• Noncompliance with
Certain desktop procedures were
regulations
also available for the Sealed Bid
Sales process; however, the
• Critical tasks may not be
procedures were not formalized and
completed if procedures
were missing certain key
are not defined or
components reflective of current
formalized
processes. Detailed desktop
procedures were not available for
other areas such as Civic Source
Sales, Redemptions, and Records
Management
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Additional details regarding outdated
or inconsistent information in the
Adjudicated Property policy were
provided to management.

There was not an established
formal policy maintenance
process requiring policy
reviews, or updates, on a
recurring basis.

The Caddo Parish 'Public Works Department Right of Way Representative,
Policy for Adjudicated Property' should be
GIS Analyst
updated to reflect current processes and
include all key areas within the Adjudicated Management Response:
Property process.
Internal policies and
The Sealed Bid process was Additionally, due to the detailed nature of the procedures will be updated as
enacted in 2018 and the
Adjudicated Property process and applicable recommended. We are
formal policy, written in
regulations, management should consider
currently in the process of
2018, described the planned developing and/or updating detailed desktop updating policies and
process but did not account procedures to guide daily tasks and actions, procedures and have a target
for changes made after
for the following areas: Sealed Bid Sales, Civic completion date of September
inception.
Source Sales, Redemptions, and Records
2020.
Management. When developing the desktop
Public Works Department
procedures, management should consider
personnel relied on
including an overview of the process and
institutional knowledge of
identification of responsible parties,
internal procedures and
authorized reviewers/signors, supporting
applicable regulations.
documentation to be maintained, and
development of any checklists to ensure the
process is completed in entirety.
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The Public Works Department had a
formally documented policy related
to the Adjudicated Property process.
However, the 'Public Works
Department Policy for Adjudicated
Property' (Section 3.3) had not been
updated since 2018, while internal
practices have since been updated.
As a result, the established policy
was inconsistent with current
department practices. Additionally,
several key areas including Civic
Source Sales, Redemptions, and
Records Management were not
formally included within the policy.
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Management should also consider
establishing a periodic, i.e. annual, review of
the 'Public Works Department Policy for
Adjudicated Property' and any detailed
desktop procedures developed. Further, a
process should be established to
communicate any procedure updates to
appropriate personnel and provide training
to employees on updated procedures, as
needed.

Appendix A: Priority Rating Definitions

Moderate

Low
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• A serious weakness which exposes Caddo Parish to risks in achieving its objectives or
may otherwise impair the Parish’s reputation. Generally, a high priority observation
can include any of the following: non-compliance with a regulation or internal policy
or procedure; or an operational inefficiency, resulting in a material expenditure.

• A control weakness, which can undermine the system of internal control and/or
operational efficiency and should, therefore, be addressed.
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High
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Priority ratings were assigned as follows:

• A weakness which does not seriously detract from the system of internal control
and/or operational effectiveness/efficiency but which should nevertheless be
addressed by management.
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Appendix B:
Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
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Appendix C: Transmittal Letter
June 24, 2020

Dr. Wilson and Caddo Parish Commission,
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Dr. Woodrow Wilson, Parish Administrator and CEO
The Parish of Caddo
P.O. Box 1127
Shreveport, LA 71163-1127
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Caddo Parish Commission
505 Travis St #110
Shreveport, LA 71101

D

evaluation regarding Caddo Parish
Public Works Adjudicated Property processes and procedures. On the pages above, this report provides: 1) a risk rating of
observations 2) a summary of the observations noted during our engagement, and 3) recommended actions for you to consider
related to our observations.
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